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Agenda
• Welcome, Updates, and Announcements
- Upcoming Opportunities

• Brief overview of Confluence by Andrea Harman

- We be using confluence for discussions, so contact Andrea (ams573@alumni.psu.edu) if you need
access.

• Recap and look forward to 2021 for Dust Mitigation
- What should the FG accomplish in 2021?

• Update on Dust Mitigation Workshop:
- Held late January/early February
- Potential topics on Confluence

• Open floor and discussion
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Updates and Communications
• Monthly LSIC newsletter – New edition came out Dec 1
- http://lsic.jhuapl.edu/Resources/

• Mailing list

- The listserv goes to all participants. Use with caution. But feel free to use!
- Please make sure to add LSIC_DUSTMITIGATION@LISTSERV.JHUAPL.EDU to safe senders list.
- If we need smaller, focused lists we can set those up

• Updates to the webpage - http://lsic.jhuapl.edu/Focus-Areas/Dust-Mitigation.php
- Notes, slides, recordings from telecons posted here

• Wiki is ready!

- Confluence is free to you and available to all registered LSIC members
- To request an account, please email Andrea Harman: ams573@alumni.psu.edu

• Lightning Talks at monthly focus group meetings

- Anyone can volunteer to give a lightning talk (10-15 mins)
- Email me if you want to sign up: Facilitator_DustMitigation@jhuapl.edu

Follow the Code of Conduct for all Focus Group communications
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NASA BIG Idea Challenge 2021
• Breakthrough, Innovative, Game-changing
Idea Challenge
• Open to U.S. universities officially affiliated
with their state’s Space Grant Consortium
• May collaborate with non-Space Grant
universities and industry partners

• Awards ranging from $50,000 - $180,000
• Looking for active and passive technologies in
one or more of the following areas
• Landing dust mitigation
• Spacesuit dust tolerance
• Exterior dust clean up
• Cabin clean up
• NOI Due September 25, 2020
• Proposals Due December 13, 2020
• http://bigidea.nianet.org/
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Lunar Vertical Solar Array Technology
(Lunar VSAT) AO
• NASA Space Technology Mission Directorate (STMD) Game Changing Development (GCD) program is
seeking proposals for the design and prototype fabrication of autonomously deployable and
relocatable lunar surface solar arrays (Lunar VSAT) for future missions during the “Sustainment
Period” of lunar South Pole exploration.
• “NASA plans to deploy the Lunar VSAT system near the lunar South Pole. Sunlight will be harvested
from a very low grazing angle and terrain blockage will be an issue during some portion of the lunar year.
The Lunar VSAT system may be taken to a strategic location on a ridge or similar topographic feature by
a rover. The selected site will maximize sunlight, but will remove the system from immediate contact with
other architecture assets.”
• “Lunar dust is a ubiquitous concern of the mission. All designs shall incorporate a dust
mitigation strategy.”
• Proposals must be submitted through NSPIRES and are due on December 14, 2020

• NASA is hosting a Virtual Forum for Proposers on Thursday, Nov. 19, 2020 at 1:00 p.m. EST
• https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/solicitations/summary!init.do?solId={68A7EFE3-1B4F-5AA1-A169119D97C8DB8F}&path=open
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NASA SBIR & STTR Solicitations 2021
• Small Business Innovation Research
(SBIR) and Small Business Technology
Transfer (STTR)
• Open to U.S. small businesses
• May collaborate with universities and industry
partners

• Up to $125 K for Phase I, $750 K for
Phase II
• Focus Area 24: Dust Mitigation
• Solicitations Opened November, 2020
• Phase I Proposals Due January 8, 2021
• https://sbir.nasa.gov/solicit-detail/66886
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NASA SBIR & STTR Solicitations 2021
• Focus Area 24: Dust Mitigation
• 3 Sub-topic areas

• 1. Active and Passive Dust Mitigation
Surfaces (Z13.01)
• Lead Center: KSC
• Participating Center(s): JSC, LaRC

• 2. Dust-Tolerant Mechanisms (Z13.02)
• Lead Center: KSC
• Participating Center(s): GRC, JSC, LaRC

• 3. Lunar Dust Mitigation Technology for
Spacesuits (Z13.03)
• Lead Center: JSC

• https://sbir.nasa.gov/solicit-detail/66886
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LSIC Dust Mitigation Confluence Site
• Please contact Andrea Harman (ams573@alumni.psu.edu) to get set up with an account!
• Dust Mitigation Discussion page and wiki

https://lsic-wiki.jhuapl.edu/display/DM/Dust+Mitigation+Home
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Join the Discussion on Confluence Site
• Please contact Andrea Harman (ams573@alumni.psu.edu) to get set up with an account!
• Dust Mitigation Discussion page and wiki

• 1. Sign-in to add a
comment
• 2. Add comment at
bottom of page
• 3. You can
comment before,
during, or after
today’s meeting
https://lsic-wiki.jhuapl.edu/display/DM/Dust+Mitigation+17+December+2020+Monthly+Meeting
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DM FG Recap
• Over 360 members signed up on Dust Mitigation Listserv
• 50-70 participants in monthly meetings
• Monthly discussions about different Dust Mitigation topics
- Technology areas
- Simulants

• Presentations from university and industry
• Strong participation at LSIC Fall Meeting
- Dust Mitigation Workshop was key outcome
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DM FG Looking Forward to 2021
• What Items/topics did you like the most?
• What do you wish could be different for 2021?
• What are the next steps for Dust Mitigation? What do you think are the priorities?
• What can Dust Mitigation Focus Group move forward?
• Dust Mitigation Workshop in early 2021
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Dust Mitigation Workshop
• Dates: January 28 or February 4 (Date to be finalized)
• Format? Half-day workshop, 11 AM to 5 PM

- Presentations in first ½ followed by breakout discussions in second ½

• Workshop OBJECTIVES:

- Bring together key stake holders:
 Government, Industry, Academia, and Non-profit
 Architecture developers, dust mitigation technology developers, and scientists
- Identify what technologies are already available
- Identify what are the current challenges and gaps in Dust Mitigation
- Identify areas in need of key investments

• Add topics to Wiki page:
• https://lsic-wiki.jhuapl.edu/display/DM/Dust+Mitigation+Workshop+Topics
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Dust Mitigation Workshop
• Add topics to Wiki page:
• https://lsic-wiki.jhuapl.edu/display/DM/Dust+Mitigation+Workshop+Topics
• Rocket plume - dust interaction: What's the latest and greatest in analysis and modeling efforts?
• How does gravity affect leading dust mitigation strategies?
• Are special testing conditions (i.e. simulated lunar-G) needed to adequately test dust mitigation
strategies?
• What gaps in dust mitigation technologies remain? Are there technologies that have been overlooked?
• What is needed to facilitate the integration of dust mitigation technologies into the larger lunar
architecture?
• What are the most pressing challenges in dust mitigation?
• How can upcoming Commercial Lunar Payload Services (CLPS) missions advance dust mitigation
solutions?
• How do we keep dust out (ex. keep suits outside of habitat)?
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